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1 Executive Summary

02 Executive Summary

“WHY” telcos need to become digital enabler of enterprises: 

Telcos are launching new digital services to offset the decline in traditional revenues. 

However it has been a challenge for telcos to scale-up new revenue streams unlike 

the OTT players who have successfully built-up large businesses based on digital 

services. Enterprises are on a “journey to become digital” and this driver gives 

telcos an opportunity to be “enablers of digital transformation” in helping their 

enterprise customers become digital. However, telcos need to first “transform them-

selves” and acquire their own new digital capabilities, which then enables them to 

help enterprises become digital businesses. The good news is that several telcos 

have embraced this approach and are achieving success.

“WHAT” are the key attributes of a digital telco: 

There are 18 different attributes categorized under FIVE key pillars (see Figure 2). 

Telcos that have developed all these key attributes are in a better position to launch 

different digital services in the market and scale-up the revenues by competing effec-

tively. 

“HOW” can telcos become a digital services provider:  

Strengthening the “organization enablers” pillar requires a sound digital strategy 

and strong executive sponsorship. Telcos also need to digitize critical business 

processes and customer touch-points. Effective innovation management, organization 

talent and culture are the other essential attributes that telcos need to enhance. The 

“partnerships” pillar requires telcos to embrace new business models, manage 

different digital partnerships effectively and rely on standard APIs to on-board new 

digital services quickly. Crucially, the telco organization must change their mindset 

from providing all the digital services by themselves to enabling the digital services 

through partnerships. 

Telcos as enabler of digital enterprise: 

Several of telco’s B2B services like Cloud, Mobility solutions, Internet of Things (IOT), 

Security are already helping enterprise customers become digital. Telcos can create a 
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2 “WHY” telcos need to become the digital 
enabler of enterprises?

Majority of the telcos in both developed and emerging markets are launching new 

digital services to offset the decline in traditional revenues. However the competition 

from OTT players is intense for both consumer and enterprise digital services and it 

has been a challenge for telcos to differentiate themselves and scale-up new revenue 

streams.

Enterprises of all sizes and across various industries are on a “journey to become 

digital”, which they believe will lead to new sources of competitive advantage. This 

driver for becoming digital gives telcos an opportunity to position themselves as 

“enablers of digital transformation” in helping their enterprise customers become 

digital businesses1. 

broader digital value proposition for enterprises by combining – platform, partner 

ecosystem, advisory services, innovative pricing and business models and end-to-end 

solution deployment. This positions them as a true digital enabler than just the provid-

er of digital services and helps differentiate vs. OTT players 

Huawei partnering with telcos in their digital transformation:

Huawei has been working with several telcos to help them launch digital services for 

both consumers and enterprises. We have set-up several joint innovation centers with 

telcos and industry partners to co-create new digital services. We are also helping 

develop digital services ecosystems in the Cloud and IOT domains by acting as a 

bridge between industry and telcos. These success stories implies it is indeed possible 

for telcos to successfully transform themselves.

GE is embracing an “all in” digital strategy by investing more than $1 bn to create 

new market opportunities around the Industrial Internet2. It’s digital technology 

platform generated $5 bn revenues in 2015 and estimated to grow to $15 bn by 

2020.
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Figure 1: Telco as digital enabler of enterprises
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Telcos have to first “transform themselves” and acquire these new digital capabili-

ties like the OTT players. Only then can they be in a position to help enterprises 

become digital businesses. Every telco’s digital transformation journey will be unique 

but there are several real-life cases that act as a reference for telcos to learn from and 

consider adapting. 

This white paper describes the “key attributes” of a digital telco and highlights the 

key success factors telcos need such as - integrating their digital strategy with new 

business models, managing new partner ecosystems along with their internal technol-

ogy life cycle management. The white paper also gives some examples of how 

Huawei has successfully partnered with different telcos in their digital transformation 

journey by bringing together a partner ecosystem for digital services and establishing 

joint innovation centers to develop new digital solutions.

There are several key elements or attributes that are essential for a telco to become 

a digital services provider. The figure below illustrates our view of a digital telco, where 

18 different attributes have been listed under FIVE key pillars.
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Figure 2: Key attributes of a digital telco 

Figure 3: Technology + Talent = Innovation
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Telcos that have developed all these key attributes are in a much better position to 

launch different digital services in the market. They are also able to scale-up the reve-

nues from digital services by competing effectively against other digital services 

providers. 

In a recent communications industry CEO survey, hiring right talent and mastering 

digital technologies was a top priority to drive innovations3. 

Digital Telco Attributes

Organization 
Enablers Network Information 

Technology Partnerships Big Data & 
Analytics

A B C D E

Digital strategy 
and executive 
sponsorship

Customer 
focused business 
process & tools

Innovation 
management

Organization 
talent and culture

Network 
Function 
Virtualization 
(NFV)

Software 
Defined 
Networking 
(SDN)

Platforms (e.g. 
Cloud, IOT)

Virtualization 
and Enterprise 
Cloud (XaaS)

BSS

OSS

DevOps

Business models

Partnership 
management

Technical 
integration (APIs)

Network 
operations and 
efficiency

Marketing and 
Sales

Customer care 
and retention

Big Data as a 
Service

PILLARS

ATTRIBUTES

Focus of this white paper

XaaS = Cloud as a Service (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), where I = Infrastructure, P = Platform and S = Software
API = Application Programming Interface; BSS = Business Support Systems; OSS = Operations Support Systems

Question: Given the business environment you’re in, which one of the following 
do you most want to strengthen in order to capitalize on new opportunities?
Response:

Source: 20th CEO survey, Communications, PwC, 2017
N = 43 (across 28 countries)
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4 “HOW” can telcos become a digital 
services provider?

4.1 Organization enablers

The organization enablers pillar has 4 key attributes – (1) Digital strategy and execu-

tive sponsorship, (2) Customer focused business process & tools, (3) Innovation man-

agement and (4) Organization talent and culture.

4.1.1 Digital strategy and executive sponsorship

A sound digital strategy needs to take into account long, medium and short term 

perspectives4. Digital strategy covers:

• Overall vision and setting up clear goals

• Launching new digital services

• Customer engagement over digital channels

• New partnerships / acquisitions

• Cultural transformation of the organization

• New key performance indicators (KPIs) to measure progress

Successful development of digital strategy (and its execution) requires strong and 

consistent CEO and board-level sponsorship due to the level of cultural change 

required. Telcos also need to identify the evangelist(s) who could be a Chief Digital 

Officer i.e. a CDO who communicate telco’s digital vision and capabilities constantly 

both internally and to the external market. 

In Huawei’s experience, defining a digital business strategy needs an integrative 

business and technology mindset and care should be taken not to become too tech-

nology focused. 

Even though all the 5 pillars and 18 attributes are equally important for a telco, this 

white paper focuses on “how” telcos can become a digital services provider by cover-

ing 2 pillars namely (A) Organization Enablers and (D) Partnerships. The focus is 

on B2B (and B2B2C) digital services but the best practices and lessons are equally 

relevant for B2C digital services.



Figure 4: Telco organizational model options for digital
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Telcos are using the tracking and location technologies in their internal processes 

to improve staff productivity and effectiveness7. Field technicians can get all tower 

related information in real-time on a smartphone app from back-end network and 

IT systems. This can increase their productivity by 20-30%.

4.1.2 Customer focused business process & tools

Customers expect telcos to provide a consistent omni-channel experience similar to 

OTT players, which is not an easy task for telcos due to rigid business processes, 

limited understanding of customer’s evolving needs and legacy IT systems that are 

complex and difficult to change5.

Telcos need to focus on critical end-to-end business processes, different customer 

touch-points and “digitize” them to improve insight and decision making6. Telco’s front-

line staff (in sales and customer service) need new digital tools that provide the 

relevant information quickly and easily, which helps in increasing their confidence 

while selling / supporting new digital services.

4.1.3 Innovation management

Many telcos have set-up innovation centers where the staff work with 3rd parties, 

developers and start-ups to develop new digital services jointly. This makes innova-

tion management (i.e. the way innovation pipeline and processes are handled) a key 

attribute of telco success. Telcos are creating a pipeline of ideas and concepts by 

adopting agile development practices and rapid experimentation techniques to test 

different ideas for viability and market potential (in short timeframes of few weeks). 

This concept is radically different from traditional product development cycle that 

telcos are familiar with (6-12 months from concept to commercial launch of a service). 

Rapid development and trial approach allows for a more effective communication and 

assessment of ideas and innovations with a wider group of participants. Many telcos 

are using different approaches to managing innovations8 as outlined below.

Source: Gartner
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Integrated: This approach helps the entire telco organization to start developing a 

digital mindset. Scope of the digital program is broader covering not just new product 

development but customer engagement, operational efficiency and cultural transfor-

mation. However the pace is slower and degree of effort towards change manage-

ment is considerably higher. AT&T and BT are adopting this approach.     

Ring-fenced: This approach improves the speed, agility and cycle-time for develop-

ing new digital services. It is easier to on-board new hires with digital skills within the 

smaller dedicated unit and develop a culture different from the larger traditional telco 

organization. Singtel (Group Digital Life business unit) and SK Telecom (SK Planet 

subsidiary) are adopting this approach.

In practice, telcos are adopting a combination of both approaches in order to maxi-

mize the chances of success of their digital initiatives. 

• AT&T Foundry is ring-fencing for certain digital initiatives.

• Singtel pursues some digital initiatives across the organization outside of its 

Digital Life BU as well. 

Telcos usually start by ring-fencing their digital initiatives (to launch new digital 

services quickly) and then integrate them into the core business in order to reach 

critical mass by leveraging the capabilities of the broader organization. 

Typical risks that telcos are likely to encounter in their innovation efforts include:

• Dedicated unit struggles to launch new digital services commercially and those 

that are launched do not attain critical mass.

• Larger organization does not have the right incentives to adopt a digital mindset 

and hinders in new unit getting the required resources and support to be 

successful.

In Huawei’s experience, appropriate innovation behaviours and proof of real success-

es are needed in the initial stages of digital journey to convince various stakeholders 

of the benefits. The journey is not easy but there are several success cases that telcos 

can take inspiration from while embarking on their own digital transformation journey. 

Understanding the value telcos provide to enterprises by becoming the enabler is 

critical in defining a good strategy for growth of the ecosystem.  

4.1.4 Organization talent and culture

Today’s customers have become digitally savvy, which implies telco’s frontline sales 

and customer care staff are expected to have the digital skills themselves to deliver 

the desired experience. Telcos can hire external talents and set-up a digital team / unit 

to accelerate innovation, but success requires an organization-wide cultural transfor-
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mation. New employees in digital unit need sufficient top management support and 

attention to achieve their objectives of digital transformation.

In Huawei’s experience, typical challenges telcos face include - rigid processes, 

absence of role clarity, lack of prioritization and relying on traditional KPIs that are 

unable to track progress of digital initiatives. 

Many telco senior executives are demonstrating the readiness to make the necessary 

changes to shift from a mindset of “developing services internally” and 

“risk-averse approach” to an “agile / iterative / partnership mindset” and 

“risk-tolerant approach” while launching new digital services.

In addition to hiring external talent with digital skills, many telcos are also training 

existing people to succeed in the digital world. Some telcos have explicit goals of help-

ing their employees bridge the skills gap and transition more effectively into the digital 

world (see Orange case). Depending upon the existing digital maturity of telco, many 

new types of people with different digital skills may be needed5:

• Experience designers and engineers

• Scrum masters and agility coaches

• Product owners

• Full-stack architects

• Next-gen machine-learning engineers

• DevOps engineers

See Appendix for more details on digital talents needed by telcos.

Real-life examples of how telcos are managing digital talents within their organiza-

tions9:

• Telefónica hires external talents into senior management positions and they are 

given a clear mandate to make the necessary changes to facilitate innovative 

thinking and ideas

• Telstra hired a medical professional to head its healthcare division (Telstra 

Health)

• Singtel has hired many external talents from adjacent industries to inculcate the 

"Silicon Valley" culture in its Group Digital Life unit.

• AT&T’s “innovation pipeline program” encourages employees to contribute 

ideas and invest in them via a crowd-sourcing forum.

4.1.5 Digital telco ORANGE

In March 2015, Orange unveiled their new strategic plan, Essentials2020 to deliver 

digital services and a unique experience to its customers10. There are 5 action levers 



Figure 5: Digital program from Orange, Essentials2020
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and one of the pillars is focused on developing the digital skills and talent of its people. 

4.2 Partnerships

The partnerships pillar has 3 key attributes – (1) Business models, (2) Partnership 

management and (3) Technical integration (APIs).

4.2.1 Business models

New business models through digital ecosystems help telcos leverage innovations 

developed by 3rd parties and get digital services into the market quickly. Telcos can 

choose a “platform based approach” and bring together an ecosystem with 3rd 

parties on a common platform. Successful telcos are - Deutsche Telekom, Verizon, 

AT&T, and Orange.

The platform is positioned to enterprises as a foundation that enables their digital 

transformation. Once the enterprise starts using some services from telco’s platform 

(Cloud and/or IOT), it can generate new opportunities for up-selling and cross-selling 

other digital services8. 

Some telcos want to be a “full-fledged digital services provider” and cover most parts 

of the digital value chain. Successful telcos are - Telefonica, Singtel, SK Telecom, and 

Telstra.  

Action Lever: Building an employer model that 
combines the digital with the human. 

Initiatives and ambitions for 2018:

• To ensure the competencies required for the 
future by leveraging a new digital learning 
platform and developing a skills market place

• To develop our collective agility by helping to 
improve our employees’ digital skills and 
introducing more cross-functional and collaborative 
ways of working

• To encourage involvement from every employee
with the ambition, amongst others, of achieving a 
35% representation of women in recruitment 
campaigns and management networks and to 
increase employee share ownership

“Whatever we promise our customers, that’s what we are! In order to offer a unique 
experience that makes a difference, our business model must be designed with a focus on 
our customers, both corporate and individual, but also on our employees, with a view to 
giving them equal attention”

Source: Orange website, Annual Reports 2016, Investor Presentations 2016



Figure 6: Digital partnerships entered into by telcos

Figure 7: Telco partnership options
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4.2.2 Partnership management

Telcos are launching new digital services in partnerships with 3rd parties, which are 

making their business ecosystems increasingly complex. The number of important 

digital partnerships that a telco has entered into are increasing significantly11. 

In Huawei’s experience, most telcos are still figuring out how to effectively manage 

different partnerships on an ongoing basis. The partnerships telco enters into can be 

for different purposes such as - product development, joint sales, implementation. 

Source: Gartner

Question: How many important digital partners did your company have?
Response:

Source: 2017 CIO agenda survey, Gartner
N (Telcos) = 28 
N (Overall) = 841 (across 93 countries)
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Figure 8: Deutsche Telekom’s partner services and platforms 
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In order to manage these multiple partnerships effectively, telcos are setting up 

cross-functional teams (product managers, IT developers, business users) and com-

pletely overhauling the traditional partner management processes12. For launching 

new digital services, a pilot approach to learn and adapt quickly has been found to be 

more effective than the traditionally long Request For Proposal (RFP) process. If pilot 

is proven successful, a longer term agreement can be entered into with the partner to 

scale-up the operations and scope of co-operation.    

4.2.3 Technical integration (APIs)

Telcos can scale-up and partner with multiple 3rd parties for a range of digital services 

if their IT department makes it simpler to deal with them from a technological point of 

view. Standard APIs (open source and non-proprietary) can enable hassle-free 

on-boarding of new digital services. 

AT&T’s API platform runs on the Apigee Enterprise API platform. The platform archi-

tecture was developed with “speed” as the key principle and processes ~4.5 bn API 

calls / month and has an aggressive road map to expand the ecosystem13. Like AT&T, 

many telcos have invested significant resources to develop API related capabilities 

that allow for quick on-boarding of digital services through the platform.

4.2.4 Digital telco DEUTSCHE TELEKOM / T-SYSTEMS

Deutsche Telekom is building an ecosystem of partners to offer a wide range of inno-

vative solutions to its customers through an open platform to support IOT, Cloud and 

Connected Home initiatives. Partnerships also includes marketing and technical 

integration in addition to 3rd party products and solutions14. This approach enables DT 

to quickly offer new digital services to enterprises and consumers.

Source: DT investor presentation, June 2015

Connected Home Cloud Business 
Marketplace

M2M / IOT

• Open and independent platform (QIVICON) for 
partners

• Standardized solutions for flexible and easy 
integration

• Partner platform for cloud services for SMB 
segment

• Open partner solution for different SaaS
solutions

• M2M / IOT industry solutions with partners



Figure 9: Challenges faced in digital programs by enterprises
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5 Telcos as enabler of digital enterprises

Several of telco’s B2B services like Cloud, Mobility solutions, IOT, Security are already 

helping enterprise customers in their digital journey. However, in addition to these new 

digital services, enterprises also need new digital skills that typically do not reside 

internally. Hence, they cannot successfully implement various digital initiatives on their 

own and achieve the desired objectives15.

Telcos are in a strong position to help enterprises by taking a wider role than just 

becoming the provider of digital services as they already have a trusting relationship. 

Enterprises will be open to getting additional help from telcos through digital advisory 

services. Many telcos like NTT Com and Telstra have developed professional services 

capabilities through acquisitions. The advisor role of telco can be categorized under 

three areas – (1) Digital Strategy, (2) Digital Business Model and (3) IT Transforma-

tion.

5.1 Digital strategy

Most enterprises face challenges in developing a sound digital strategy as they do not 

have people with the right skills and are not fully aware of new technological trends. 

Telcos are helping enterprises by:

Source: McKinsey
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• Formulating a digital strategy and future roadmap 

• Assessing the value of current digital investments and assist in realizing greater 

benefits

• Conducting workshops and organizing training sessions for enterprise execu-

tives to help them understand digital trends impacting their industries and mar-

kets. 

5.2 Digital business model

Digital business models offer many new opportunities but enterprises do not under-

stand how to extract maximum value and minimize risks. They also are not sure how 

to transition from traditional way of operating to new digital way of doing business. 

Telcos are helping enterprises by:

• Determining their optimal position in the digital ecosystem

• Adopting new technologies like IOT and Cloud that can enable companies to 

transform their existing business processes

• Bringing other technology partners and jointly offering an end-to-end solution 

that allows enterprises to receive benefits quickly with minimal deployment risks

• Engaging in co-creation and joint innovation projects with select enterprise 

customers

5.3 IT transformation

All enterprises want to maintain their legacy IT investments while also implement new 

digital technologies in parallel. They need to take care of both without disrupting their 

existing operations. Telcos are helping enterprises by:

• Conducting a technology review and assisting them to understand how different 

technologies (Cloud, Big Data and Analytics) will support the digital strategy

• Providing assistance with migration from old technologies to new (Cloud) and 

Systems Integration (SI) services 

• Offering managed services (Security) to help enterprises to deal with threats 

and address the lack of specialist resources and skills

5.4 Telco’s digital narrative to enterprises

Many leading telcos are creating a digital value proposition for their enterprise custom-

ers by combining their multiple assets and creating a compelling digital story that 

consists of:



Figure 10: Telco’s digital value proposition to enterprises
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• A platform (Cloud and/or IOT) that serves as a foundation to offer several digital 

services to enterprises

• A rich partner ecosystem bringing the best technologies and capabilities for the 

benefit of enterprises

• Credible advisory services by digital experts to help enterprises make the right 

decisions related to their digital journey

• Innovative pricing and business models that reduce upfront capex require

ments and shares risks

• An end-to-end solution deployment that minimizes implementation risks for 

enterprises 

Telcos that are able to successfully communicate this value proposition will be in a 

position to be considered by enterprises to help with their digital journey.   

Telco’s 
Enterprise 
Customers
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Digital Strategy
• Assessing current digital 

investments
• Formulating digital strategy 

and roadmap
• Conducting workshops and 
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Digital Business Model
• Assisting with optimal position 

in digital ecosystem
• Helping with new technologies 

adoption (e.g. IOT, Cloud)
• Engaging in co-creation and 
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IT Transformation
• Conducting technology review 

and digital initiatives
• Helping with technology 

implementation
• Offering managed services
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of Enterprise Digital Services +

Enterprise 
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Figure 11: Joint Innovation with telcos and industry partners

6 Huawei partnering with telcos in their 
digital transformation

Huawei partnering with telcos in their digital transformation16

As enterprises embrace digital technologies, they expect their telco provider to offer a 

flexible and quick service deployment. Huawei’s approach has been to support telcos 

with a variety of business models that suit the local market conditions and their specif-

ic context. 

Huawei has been working with telcos to help them launch digital services for both 

consumers and enterprises, where our role typically extends beyond offering just 

technology solutions to consultancy on various aspects of digital transformation. 

Huawei has also been working with several industry partners to bring together a com-

prehensive portfolio of solutions in the Cloud and IOT domains for telcos to include in 

their digital services portfolio thereby reducing Time-To-Market (TTM).

6.1 Joint innovation with telcos

Huawei has set-up several joint innovation centers with telcos and industry partners to 

co-create new digital services. In these joint innovation centers, we define roadmaps 

for digital portfolio, reinvent business models and build the industry ecosystem. The 

aim is to continually improve the competitiveness of solutions and help telcos achieve 

business success.

• Global practice and experience sharing

• Market and solution R&D experts

• Facilities and equipment

• Solution development and verification

• Location of joint innovation centers

• Marketing experts

• Test environment

• Marketing and channels

Partner / Telco role Huawei role



Figure 12: GLocal ecosystem empowers telco “IOT as a Service”  
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Huawei has several success stories of working with global telcos to launch digital 

services:

• Huawei’s Mobile Money solution helped Safaricom M-PESA deliver mobile 

financial services, enabling "no cash survival" across Kenya16.

• Shenzhen Water, China Telecom, and Huawei jointly deployed 1200 NB-IOT 

based smart water meters, which utilizes convergence between water service 

management and next-generation technologies including cloud, IOT and big 

data17. 

• Telefónica and Huawei set-up a NB-IOT Open Lab in Chile aimed to boost the 

IOT business ecosystem and lead the innovation in the IOT space18.

• Orange Business Services launched a new Public Cloud service for MNCs 

based on Huawei’s OpenStack cloud platform to help enterprises in their digital 

transformation initiatives19. 

6.2 Partner ecosystem

Huawei is also acting as a bridge between industry partners and telcos to develop 

digital service ecosystems. 

…

Cooperate with Global Vendors Cultivate Local Ecosystem Offering Telco to Vertical
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7 Conclusion

The essential ingredients of telco’s digital strategy are – a roadmap for launching or 

enabling new digital services, improving customer engagement, achieving operational 

efficiency and cultural transformation of organization and people. There is no single 

digital service or a particular digital initiative that can ensure success for telcos. 

Successful telcos are balancing strategic thinking with execution discipline, technolo-

gy investments with cultural transformation, omni-channel customer engagement with 

digital talent and skills of their employees.

Some common themes across all these successful telcos are that they have clearly 

articulated and communicated their digital vision, goals and strategy both internally 

and to external stakeholders. They are also proactively embracing new business 

models and investing in digital tools. These telcos are transforming their business 

processes and training their employees to sell and support new digital services. This 

helps the telcos position themselves differently to their enterprise customers as an 

end-to-end digital or ICT solutions provider from the traditional connectivity services 

provider.

Huawei’s approach helps bring together all ecosystem players so that everyone bene-

fits and wins. Many of our telco partners are proactively transforming themselves to 

become a digital services provider and Huawei is actively collaborating with them so 

that we can succeed together.

Conclusion 18



8 Appendix

Talents needed for telco’s digital initiatives5: 

Appendix 19

Details

• Create excellent customer exp. through rapid prototyping techniques 

and agile development methods

• Translate customer research, insights/ideas into solutions using design 

tools such as customer journeys

• Build scalable and elegant web and mobile user interfaces

• Possess clear understanding of how digital technologies will be used in 

the real world 

• Collaborate effectively with both product and engineering teams

• “Scrum masters” manage teams during the agile development of 

software and “Agility coaches” possess a deep understanding of 

technology 

• Both possess great leadership and enabling skills and are able to 

promote agile culture across the org.

• Have strong communication and influencing skills, understand the agile 

development methodology and possess knowledge of software 

engineering best practices

• Able to work as change agents to transform how an organization thinks 

and works on digital programs

• Focused on new digital services - defining the digital services, making 

key decisions to design and launch digital services

• Highly focused on KPIs to track progress and working directly with rest 

of the team (developers, engineers, experience designers, other 

stakeholders) on a daily basis

• Demonstrate a good understanding of BOTH technology and 

user-experience issues

• Possess knowledge all technology components - web/mobile user 

interface, middleware, micro-services and back-end databases

• Able to engage with external ecosystems of technologies and have 

expertise in 3rd party packaged SW

• Experience with multiple-technology integration strategies

• Ability to link telco’s architectural vision with digital solutions and  

working software

• Quick and passionate learners, keep up with evolving technologies 

and techniques in the digital world

New talent

Experience designers 

and engineers

Scrum masters and 

agility coaches

Product owners

Full-stack architects
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Next-gen 

machine-learning 

engineers

DevOps engineers

• Software engineers with knowledge of how to use data and can 

program in scalable computing environments (Cloud) 

• Fluent in distributed computing techniques and in using different 

machine-learning algorithms

• Able to work with customer-data managers and rationalize the 

massive amounts of data being generated from different sources

• Possess baseline knowledge of probability and statistics techniques 

as well as experience in data modeling and evaluating data sets for 

patterns and trends

• Experienced in agile development and cloud-infrastructure computing 

ecosystem

• Able to build tools and automations that provide development teams 

with self-service and on-demand access and infrastructure resources

• Experts in infrastructure automation technologies (Chef, Puppet), 

cloud platforms (AWS, Azure) and advanced containerization technolo-

gies (Docker)
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